A ONE-OF-A-KIND LEARNING EXPERIENCE.

With a mission to excite, engage, and educate students in pursuit of careers in architecture, engineering, and construction, our work is led by mentors, driven by students. Through generous support, we have helped thousands of students from diverse backgrounds across the country reach new heights and discover new career pathways to a bigger, brighter future.

INFO@ACEMENTOR.ORG
ACEMENTOR.ORG

A FUTURE BUILT BY ALL, FOR ALL.

— ACE’s **75+ affiliates** operate in 36 states, the District of Columbia, and Toronto.

— The 15-session after school program is offered **free** of charge.

— Typically, **4,100 volunteer professionals** from all industry sectors serve as mentors and team leaders.

— The estimated annual value of their in-kind services totals **$22.4 million**.

— Since its start, ACE has awarded more than **$28 million in scholarships** to students intending to study industry-related fields in college or enter a skilled trades training program.

— Typically, **over 800 students** received nearly $3 million in scholarships, annually.

— Typically, the program engages **over 10,000 high school students** from 1,450 high schools. 71% are students of color.

— The percentage of **female students** has increased in each of the last 8 program years, most recently **reaching 41%**.

— **¾ of high school seniors** completing the program enter a program in architecture, construction, engineering, or a skilled craft.

— Over **400 high school students** participate in a summer employment experience.

— **American Institute of Architects awards** for Collaborative Achievement (2014) and Diversity (2018).

— **2021 Workforce Development Award** from the Construction Users Roundtable (CURT).

— **75+ affiliates** operate in 36 states, the District of Columbia, and Toronto.

— The 15-session after school program is offered **free** of charge.

— **4.1K MENTORS**

— Typically, **4,100 volunteer professionals** from all industry sectors serve as mentors and team leaders.

— The estimated annual value of their in-kind services totals **$22.4 million**.

— **28M DOLLARS**

— Since its start, ACE has awarded more than **$28 million in scholarships** to students intending to study industry-related fields in college or enter a skilled trades training program.

— Typically, **over 800 students** received nearly $3 million in scholarships, annually.

— **10K STUDENTS**

— Typically, the program engages **over 10,000 high school students** from 1,450 high schools. 71% are students of color.

— The percentage of **female students** has increased in each of the last 8 program years, most recently **reaching 41%**.

— **¾ of high school seniors** completing the program enter a program in architecture, construction, engineering, or a skilled craft.

— Over **400 high school students** participate in a summer employment experience.

— **3+ AWARDS**

— **American Institute of Architects awards** for Collaborative Achievement (2014) and Diversity (2018).

— **2021 Workforce Development Award** from the Construction Users Roundtable (CURT).